
What is your problem ?

Oversteer

Please check Caster

Front Rear

Spring

Pls. Ensure the spring is 
harder that rear spring

Pls. Ensure the spring is 
softer that front spring

When?

Entering Corner Exiting Corner

Shock Suspension 
Oil

Rear

Smaller than front ( 
Softer)

Toe -ing

Front Rear

Up-travel

Rear

Toe Out 0° - 2° Toe In  1° - 3°

Reduce the toe out 
degree

Why? Why?

Increase the toe in 
dial

This will reduce the turn-in 

Tyre

More ° Less °

Increase Sharp Cornering 
availability

Reduce Sharp Cornering 
availability

Differential oil

Front Rear

30,000 5,000

Rubber tyre

Im2lazy Im2lazy

Im2lazy

Don't have too much rear uptravel - 
cause your rear end to lose 

traction when you are turning right 
after breaking hard

Im2lazy

Reduce the toe in dial

V-One S

Why? u could be just dragging 
the back end around with 

that much toe in

V-One S

1 Block at back and 
other in front

V-One S

V-One S

Usually best to have 
less caster (more 
clips in back of top 

arm
Im2lazy

Rubber tyre

Because too much 
weight transfer

Im2lazy

The rear spring does most of its work during the exit and the 
middle of a corner. In cooperation with the rear shock's damping, 

it does have a slight affect on the corner entry, but it is 
extremely minimal. As esham said, he is having oversteer mainly 

on entry of corners so if he wanted to change springs, I would 
suggest changing to a harder front spring. Somewhat similar 

to the taking away of rear uptravel, a harder front spring 
wouldn't allow the front end to 'dive' into the corner as much, 
so he would end up with less corner entry steering. An effect 

that he should find beneficial. (lets not get picky about the 
differences in what rear uptravel and front spring changes do, 
suffice that they are somewhat similar in overall effect).-Im2lazy

However, I have to disagree with 
the use of a softer rear spring. 

Im2lazy

OFNA/Mugen
Im2lazy

In my mind, however for rubber tires I usually don't like to 
use them at all and allow droop screws, springs and 

damping take care of the roll on the car.

Sway bar ?

V-One S

Im2lazy

If you're suffering oversteering, try to stiffen the front 
sway bar and put 0º degrees of toe-out.

Corse-R

If suffering of oversteer getting out of the turns I'll 
try to put less caster on the front. 

Corse-R

put 0º degrees of toe-out

Popsracer

put 0º degrees of toe-out.If your running on a Parking Lot and having 
oversteer problems, I would say traction is less than ideal. Try Changing your 
REAR Toe to 3-4 degrees depending on the track size and availible bite. For 

a Large Permanent track and Foams, 1-2 degs is normal.
Adjust the Caster clips based on the layout. A small tight track may require 
ALL of the clips in back of the Arms. A large high speed track may require 

them to ALL be in Front of the Arms. Work on the Front and Rear Toe 
settings, then adjust Caster based on the amount of High/Low speed 

steering that you need.

Popsracer

Reduce it !

Cartman
Keep your ride height the same front and back.

Im2lazy


